Your TAB Introduction

Turning your
passion into
a livelihood.
Tomorrow’s TAB. Be part of it.

Thank you

An Introduction to TAB

…for your interest in
Racing and Wagering WA.

Our name might sound funny (pronounced RAHWAH), but we’re serious about supporting the
racing industry in Western Australia and keeping
the sport we love fair. From Kununurra to
Kalgoorlie, Esperance to Meekatharra, our work
touches every corner of WA.
The leisure and entertainment industry relies on
providing value to customers in the products,
services and experiences they receive.
RWWA is a leader in a unique and thriving
industry and is a signiﬁcant contributor to the
Western Australian community. We constantly
identify challenges, seek growth opportunities
and respond eﬀectively to competition with
continued improvement in our services.
We are the only organisation of its kind
in Australia, responsible for ensuring the
integrity and sustainability of the racing
industry in conjunction with maintaining our
competitiveness within the wagering arena
through the TAB brand.

RWWA’S Mission Statement
RWWA and the individual racing clubs provide
entertainment and excitement to people around
the state. Whether it’s racing, pacing or chasing,
we govern the industry and provide economic
certainty to the many thousands employed.
RWWA runs a very large, sophisticated business
that operates in a highly competitive commercial
environment.
Importantly, RWWA has a strong organisational
culture that cares for and invests in its people.

RWWA IS A LEADER IN A UNIQUE
AND THRIVING INDUSTRY AND
IS A SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTOR
TO THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
COMMUNITY

To provide strategic direction and leadership
in the development, integrity and welfare of the
racing industry in Western Australia ensuring
its competitiveness and long-term commercial
viability for the beneﬁt of industry stakeholders.

To position RWWA as a competitive
and responsible gambling organisation
providing a major source of funding for
the development of racing and sports
in Western Australia.

RWWA’S Wagering Channels

The success of RWWA has been due to the
collaborative eﬀort by those working in the
industry.
This strength will be required going forward
as new challenges and opportunities are
encountered.

RETAIL
NETWORK

This brochure is designed to provide general
information about becoming a TAB Agent of
RWWA. The new agent appointment process will
hopefully ensure that you become part of the
team as smoothly, quickly and easily as possible.

CALL
CENTRE

RWWA oﬀers customers access to its
TAB services via the following channels

INTERNET
MOBILE

The TAB
…is the wagering
arm of Racing and
Wagering WA.

TAB Western Australia
The focus of the TAB is very much on engaging
with our customers and meeting their needs.
We are competitive in the marketplace and
striving to make our retail outlets more
contemporary and appealing. Our recent
advances in technology and operating systems
have given us further scope for improvement.

RWWA’s innovative and developmental
processes will not only help RWWA provide its
existing customers with increased products,
information and more convenient ways to bet,
they will also attract a whole new generation of
people eager to enjoy the thrills of wagering
and sports betting.

RWWA continues to deliver projects and
customer facing initiatives that assist in
maximising our selling potential.

As these are the goals of RWWA, it is necessary
for our TAB sales force to share the same goals.
Recruiting dynamic individuals who are able
to create the right environment within their
agencies is critical. They must also be great
ambassadors and run outstanding businesses
to deliver our brand promise.

Retail Network
The retail network is made up of diﬀerent
kinds of TAB agencies that provide customers
with a choice on their desired service levels
and betting experience.

FULL TIME
AGENCIES

PUBTABS

SELF
SERVICE
PUBTABS

A KEY FACTOR IN BOTH OUR
GROWTH AND THE GROWTH
OF OUR AGENTS IS THE CARE
WE TAKE IN RECRUITING,
SCREENING, TRAINING,
DEVELOPING AND RETAINING
ENGAGED TAB AGENTS.

TAB Agents
…working with us
and sharing in our
business success.

The Business Opportunity
Racing and Wagering WA has a proud history
of TAB Agents going back over 50 years in
locations state wide.
RWWA’s TAB retail network oﬀers an
extensive range of Full-time agencies which
provide easy access to the full range of TAB
wagering products and services. Full-time
agencies feature a dedicated service with a
comprehensive display of racing vision and
information.

Our Agents are an important part of our
network and provide the opportunity for both
parties – RWWA and Agents – to work together
and jointly share in business success.

The next
step

All applicants approved to purchase an
operating licence will receive the required
training and ﬁeld support to provide them with
every opportunity to be successful.

…to becoming a
TAB Agent.

RWWA’s thorough recruitment and training
program for prospective Agents seeks to
ensure that customers receive a consistent
and competent level of service in all its TAB
agencies.

What’s Involved?
We look for applicants who have the ability to
meet the following criteria:

•

•

Have a passion and interest in our business

•

Deliver ﬁnancial results in a commercial
environment

•

Embrace the diverse sporting and racing
product range

•

Able to make a signiﬁcant ﬁnancial
investment and are ﬁnancially sound

Be an active small business and staﬀ
manager

•

Able to commit to our New Agent
Development and Training Program.

Able to create and implement business
plans with short and long term objectives

•

Attend ongoing training and development
programs designed for TAB Agents

•

•

Work in a high-volume, high-turnover
customer environment

Pre Approval Assessment
To assist Racing and Wagering WA to accurately
assess your suitability to become a TAB Agent, a
pre-approval assessment occurs in two phases.

Pre-Approval Interview

Online Assessment

The interview consists of both operational and
behavioural based questions and applicants
are requested to prepare and provide as
much relevant information as possible when
questioned.

The ﬁrst assessment phase is an online
assessment designed to identify whether you
possess the qualities and behaviours that RWWA
believes are necessary to manage a TAB agency.
You will be required to complete two online
assessments, one focusing on your general
behaviours and the other on how you handle
situations under pressure.
Whilst we have assessed existing, top
performing Agents’ behaviours, we are not
looking for an exact proﬁle match. However,
to progress to the next stage of the selection
process, particular qualities and behaviours need
to be evident.
If the results determine that you do not possess
some of the required behaviours you will be
notiﬁed of your unsuccessful application.
If these particular behaviours are present in your
results you will progress to phase two of the
pre-approval assessment.

This is a formal interview process with a panel
of RWWA representatives from the Retail Sales
and Human Resource departments.

Final Approval
Once the two assessment phases are completed,
you will be advised whether your application has
been successful.
If your application is successful you will be
“approved to purchase” (valid for two years)
and RWWA will accept an “Application for
Assignment” when you have negotiated the sale
of a TAB business.

TAB Training
To ensure you hit the ground running as a TAB
Agent, Racing and Wagering WA will organise a
comprehensive training schedule that combines
both the practical and theoretical elements of
TAB agency operations.

You will, of course, be given access to the Online
Knowledge Centre on the RWWA TAB Agent’s
Portal to complete the pre-requisite learning.

TAB Agency Information Session
Ownership Arrangements

Joint Bank Account and ABN

Operational Costs

Sole Trader

One person or one company owns
the 100% share of the agency.

Agents are responsible for the following ongoing
costs and these should be accounted for when
considering purchase price:

Partnership

Two persons or companies form
the ownership structure consisting
of two 50% shares.

For the purposes of operating an agency,
partnerships are viewed as a single entity.
Accordingly, RWWA requires partnerships
to have a joint ABN and bank account in
place for ﬁnancial purposes.

Ongoing Development
Familiarisation and Training
The familiarisation and training is a mixture of
pre-requisite learning, continuing self study,
classroom training in the RWWA Training Centre
and on the job coaching in the TAB Agency you
intend to operate. Classroom and on the job
coaching will take place over a three week period
and will be followed by three onsite coaching
days aer settlement has taken place.
The self study component will require you to gain
the Compliance Certiﬁcation before your training
begins. You will also need to familiarise yourself
with all bet types so you will be fully prepared
when starting the three weeks of training.

The ﬁrst three weeks of training are the
beginning of your training and development as a
TAB Agent. Commitment to future participation
in training and development is essential and
required by RWWA.

Partnership Agreements
RWWA strongly recommends that all Agent
partnerships enter into a partnership agreement.
Amongst other things, the agreement should
generally stipulate items such as:

•

Employment and payment of staﬀ

•

Electricity

Weekly Settlement

•

Insurances

There are external forces such as pension week/
oﬀ pension week, Melbourne Cup etc that can
vary an Agents commission payable from week
to week. Both partners are working together to
ensure the success of the business as a whole
and as such appropriate sharing of commission
and running costs are required.

•

Telephone, internet and PC

•

Television rental or purchase

•

Additional form guides, newspapers and
racing information

•

Cleaning

•

Local marketing - advertising and
promotions

•

Any domestic appliances

•

The rights and responsibilities of each
partner

•

Remuneration / commission sharing

Agency Hours

•

Regular working arrangement i.e. week on/
oﬀ or other

•

Peak period staﬃng / holiday relief

For the average agency, there are approximately
100 hours of operational agency hours required
per week. This includes:

•

Conﬂict resolution

The Agents Association and RWWA can oﬀer
a standard partnership agreement for
interested parties.

•

The agency being open for 70 plus hours

•

Opening set up and closing clean up time

•

Peak hours where two operators are
required

The above mentioned costs will vary from
agency to agency. Accordingly, exact costs need
to be obtained as part of the negotiation process
when purchasing a licence.

RWWA
The Parent Company

Understand What You
Are Buying

Corporate Marketing

Key Performance Indicators

Agent Incentives

Agency Purchase Price

Agency Operational Costs

The Licence Agreement

RWWA implements a corporate marketing program
on a yearly basis. Major sporting and racing events
such as the Spring Carnival, Country Cups e.g.
Kalgoorlie Race Round and the AFL season are
examples of the event based marketing that will
occur every year.

RWWA has a genuine commitment to provide
excellent customer service and the achievement of
best practice in all of our operations. Our TAB retail
network incorporates a number of performance
standards and measures to ensure the highest
possible level of service is continually achieved.
Some of the Key Performance Indicators include:

RWWA is committed to investment into the
retail TAB network. This includes TAB branding,
new agency designs, improvements in customer
facing technologies, innovative marketing and the
development of wagering stakeholders. As a TAB
Agent and stakeholder, the end aim is to gear you
to enhance your business for the future and to
ultimately achieve greater ﬁnancial success.

When negotiating the purchase of an agency
licence, it is appropriate to consider short and
long term factors that will inﬂuence your business
model and ongoing proﬁtability – and therefore the
initial purchase price.

The operational costs for the business can be
obtained from the current Agent. You should
investigate multiple years of past ﬁnancial data so
operational cost trends can be determined. Allow
for increases in ﬁxed and variable costs
in the future.

Before progressing, all applicants must read
and be aware of the contractual conditions and
responsibilities under the relevant agreement.
Some of these include:

•

Sales Performance

Local Agency Marketing
Agents are required to conduct local marketing
which may include activities that focus on
customer attraction, loyalty and reward. RWWA
maintains a Marketing Toolkit to assist Agents
to develop their local marketing initiatives.
Some examples of the Marketing Toolkit are:

•

Mystery Shoppers

•

Technology Utilisation

•

Customer Service

•

Operational Competency

RWWA will continue to incentivise you based
on your performance. Forget contracts and
commissions, these incentives will be in addition to
your agency’s contractual entitlements.

As licences are sold on the open market, RWWA
has no input into the sale price of TAB licences.
RWWA strongly recommends that all applicants
seek advice from an independent business valuer
to ensure long term satisfaction with the ﬁnal
purchase price paid.
The valuation must depict an accurate
representation of the current value of the
business and consider both:

Retail Development Consultants

Agency Sales and Commission Trends
Three years of agency sales ﬁgures and
commission earned for the business can be
obtained from the current Agent. This information
is vital to the applicant being able to make a
ﬁnancially sound decision when submitting an oﬀer
to purchase an agency.

Upfront Agency Costs
•

Syndicates and Punters clubs

•

Footy Tipping competitions

•

Second Chance competitions

•

Product focused promotions

More aﬀectionately known as RDCs, the team of
Retail Development Consultants provide Agents
with regular RWWA contact by personal visits to
your agency. RDCs, represent a mentoring and
coaching resource for Agents with their primary
focus being on improving your business.

Training and Familiarisation fee

$1,500

(to be paid to RWWA in advance)

Legal Fees (approx on settlement)
Stamp Duty
(Calculated based on the rates
applicable at the time of the agency sale)

$800

Evidence that the applicant has undertaken a
ﬁnancial analysis when oﬀering to purchase a
business will be required when the “Application for
Assignment” is lodged.

•

Term of the Agreement

•

Remuneration Structure of the Agreement

•

The contractual responsibilities of RWWA
and the Agent

•

Legislative requirements i.e. no credit or
phone betting or betting on duty.

•

No ‘territorial rights’ clauses and any
compensation conditions

Ready to take
the next step?
Contact us on:
Email: tabsforsale@rwwa.com.au
Website: www.tabsforsale.com.au
Manager Wagering Administration
Racing and Wagering WA
14 Hasler Road
Osborne Park WA 6017

Tomorrow’s TAB. Be part of it.

